
* Subject:Impove frost  or ice  on air gasket from developing. 

* Bulletin Registration Date:2015.06.12 * Effective from Date:2015.06.12 
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•Applicable for models:LFXS30726**/01, LFXC24726**/01 

  LFXS30726**/01, LFXC24726**/02 

General information 

* Applicable Serial Number:501KR***** ~ 504KR******  

Technical information 

Applicable in warranty:                    YES       NO Also applicable outside                      YES       NO 

of warranty: 

Applicable only with symptoms        YES       NO 

below:        

Applicable with every repair:            YES       NO 

1) Symptoms / Customer Complaint:  

 1. Ice build up around air gasket (BETA gasket) for ice room   

  

  

  

  

2) Problem / Cause:  

  1. Ice or Frost build-up on air gasket  

 

 

 

 

 

 

3) Solution:  

- Decrease the relative humidity in fresh food compartment by adjusting the fan 

operation 

2) Problem / Cause:  

  1. Ice or Frost build-up on air gasket for ice room 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ice or Frost 

Air (BETA) gasket 

Ice Room 



4 ) SVC Action: 
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4 ) SVC Action: 

1. Replace the Main PCB (For DMS: update software)

Main PCB 

Check sum 

LFXS30726**/01~02, LFXC24726**/01~02 

EBR78940613 

014BB9EC 

SVC Model 

2. Remove all ice on air gasket and clean all moisture around gasket include door 

liner using a dry soft cloth. 

NOTE: This issue is mainly related with customer’s environment and use 

conditions: items such as ambient temperature, humidity, or number of door 

openings.  Replacing the  PCB may not completely eliminate the build up so 

please explain the light layer of frost or ice around the gasket is normal.  

This is caused by warm air entering the unit when the doors are opened. 

This warm air contains moisture which is cooled down and then frozen. 

※ Important※ 

The Ice room is for producing ice and the 

temperature is similar in the freezer 

compartment. So the surface temperature of 

door and gasket is very low.  

When the customer opens the door, moisture 

may occur and frost or ice may appear. 

Cold 

Air 

Return 

Air 
Freezer 

compartment 

Ice Room 
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YES * 6) Destroy Old Parts: 

 

* 5) Part Usage: 

NO 

  

Old unit 

New unit 

Old part 

New part 

*  7) SVC Bulletin History: 
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